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NEW EXCITEMENT.
REFINING STANDARDS.
Stylish, dynamic and innovative, now more exciting than ever. The new Astra 5-door hatchback 
and highly versatile Sports Tourer stun with German engineering, emotional design and sporty 
appearance. Discover best-in-class lighting, best-in-class seating and engines that are among 
the best in the segment in terms of CO2 emissions.
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NEW AMBIENCE.
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MADE-TO-MEASURE.
Featuring ample legroom in the back, 
premium seating with comfort quality 
and a modern design, the new Astra’s 
interior was envisioned with your well-
being in mind.
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NEW COMFORT ZONE.



07* Optional, standard or not available according to trim chosen.

BIT OF LUXURY EVERY DAY.
Enhance your well-being with multi-adjustable 
Ergonomic Active Seats with healthy back 
certification (AGR)*. These driver and front 
passenger seats offer a wide variety  
of adjustment possibilities, including lumbar 
support* and seat cushion extension*.

HEATED FEATURES*
Simply defog and defrost with the ThermaTec™ 
heated windscreen*. Also enjoy heated front* 
and even outer rear* seats plus a heated steering 
wheel* to warm up quickly on those cold 
mornings.

2-ZONE AUTOMATIC CLIMATE CONTROL* 
With the 2-zone automatic climate control*, 
both driver and passenger set their own 
preferred climate*.

ERGONOMIC ACTIVE SEAT*

Ideal for long trips: ergonomic leather AGR1 front seats with 
memory3, ventilation3 and massage3 function for driver only.
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NEW VERSATILITY.
LIVING LARGER MADE EASY.
Whatever you have in mind, the versatile Astra Sports Tourer offers 
all possibilities. With its generous boot capacity of 540–1630 l and 
the premium features of the Astra hatchback, the Sports Tourer is a 
true front runner.

EXPANDABLE STORAGE
Suit yourself: the one-touch 40/60 seat split comes 
standard. 

POWER TAILGATE*

Keyless and hands-free: it just takes one small 
kicking motion under the rear bumper to open 
and close the boot. Set the opening height to fit 
spaces with low ceilings.

* Optional.
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NEW CONNECTIVITY.



11 Optional, standard or not available according to trim chosen.

INFOTAINMENT ON THE NEXT LEVEL.
Drive smarter with the new Astra and its excellent infotainment systems 
that include connectivity features such as Apple CarPlay™1,* and Android 
Auto™1,*, use Voice Control for connected smartphones as well as Bluetooth®* 
for hands-free calling, audio streaming and phone book access. 
Additionally, the convenient phone storage with wireless charger* and 
USB ports* allow you to charge your devices on the go.

MULTIMEDIA NAVI PRO*

Stay informed and on time via the 
large 8˝ colour touch screen*. 
Connected navigation 
services* include predictive 
navigation*, live traffic*.

WIRELESS CHARGING* 

Recharge the battery wirelessly: 
simply place your compatible 
smartphone inside the phone 
compartment with integrated 
inductive charger.

BOSE® SOUND SYSTEM*

This premium sound system makes 
every journey an entertaining 
experience. With seven speakers, 
everyone in the car can enjoy 
powerful bass and crystal-clear 
highs.
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1 Optional., standard or not available 
according to trim chosen.

LIGHT THE WAY.
Discover best-in-class lighting. 
The new Astra brings premium-
class features to the compact 
car class and sets the standards 
for others to follow.

NEW HORIZONS.
AUTOMATICALLY ADAPTIVE 
LIGHTING PATTERNS*

The IntelliLux LED® Matrix 
headlights* give you glare-free 
visibility without dazzling oncoming 
drivers and adjust automatically, so 
you can drive on high beam without 
disturbing others. Various lighting 
patterns and modes offer the driver 
the best in terms of vision in the dark.

INTELLILUX LED® MATRIX 
HEADLIGHTS*

The headlights comprise 16 separate LED 
elements which react to other vehicles 
by switching off one or more 
LED elements.

LED HEADLIGHTS*

Because leading technology also 
means saving energy, Opel’s powerful 
and efficient full-LED headlights only 
consume 20 watts which results in less 
CO2 per car.
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* Optional, standard or not available according to trim chosen.

NEW SAFETY.
SUPPORTS YOU AT ANY TIME.
The new Astra offers leading safety innovations, making driving easier, 
safer and more fun – especially in urban environments but also on country 
roads and highways.

AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY BRAKING AND 
PEDESTRIAN DETECTION*

The system monitors the traffic situation in front of 
the vehicle and if a collision situation is detected, 
braking is activated. Also includes pedestrian 
detection that automatically activates itself 
above 8 km/h.

TRAFFIC SIGN ASSIST*

This advanced sign detection system displays 
speed limits and other traffic signs. It even 
recognizes temporary electronic signs.

LANE KEEP ASSIST*

Warns and provides gentle steering-wheel 
pushback when the driver unintentionally drifts 
out of lane.

DIGITAL REAR-VIEW CAMERA*

Delivers a clear view of the back of the vehicle on 
the infotainment screen and automatically 
activates itself by engaging reverse gear for a 
safe and easy parking and stress-free reversing.

AUTOMATIC CRUISE CONTROL*

The Automatic Cruise Control helps prevent  
rear-end collisions and helps you relax by 
braking and accelerating to maintain a set 
distance to the vehicle in front.
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17*Optional, standard or not available according to trim chosen.

NEW JOY.
EFFICIENCY AND FUN.
The Euro 6d compliant Opel engines and transmissions are equipped with Start/Stop as 
standard. Combined with its outstanding aerodynamics, the new Opel Astra 5-door and 
Sports Tourer is more sporty, comfortable – and above all more efficient than ever. A new 
generation of engines with lower CO2 emissions1 and low fuel consumption make the new 
Astra to our most efficient Astra yet.

ENGINES
Select from a range of highly efficient petrol 
or diesel engines .

TRANSMISSIONS
Choose between 6-speed manual transmission, 
Stepless Automatic Transmission and the new 
9-speed automatic.

STEERING PRECISION
Power and precision in your hands: with the 
sporty leather steering wheel* and its precise 
steering calibration you have everything under 
control.
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NEW COLOURS.
Make the new Astra your Opel Astra. Choose from 
a large selection of stylish colours.* **

HOT RED

SOVEREIGN SILVER

LAVA REDAEGEAN  BLUESUMMIT WHITE

MAGNETIC SILVER

MINERAL BLACK NAVY BLUE

COSMIC GREY

*Colours available vary from country to country. Ask your local Dealer for details. **Optional metallic, flat standard or not available.
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TRIMS.
Either elegance or sportiness: choose between 
5 different premium interior trim designs* for 
your Opel Astra. Make it yours.

ALCANTARA*

Alcantara seats with premium leather effect in Jet Black.

FORMULA*

Fabric seats in Jet Black.
TALINO*

Fabric seats in Marvel Black.

ELEGANCE*

Fabric seats with premium leather effect in Marvel Black.
SIENA*

Perforated leather seats in Jet Black.

*Optional, standard or not available according to trim chosen.
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ACCESSORIES.
Customize your Opel Astra with our optional 
extra Opel Original Accessories to perfectly 
meet your personal needs.

FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER
The AirWellness fragrance diffuser 
refreshes the interior with one of three 
subtle scents – Energizing Dark Wood, 
Balancing Green Tea or Purifying 
Essence.

POWERFLEX BAR
The PowerFlex adapter is inserted into the centre console 
under the dashboard and can be connected to various 
attachments, such as a smartphone holder or the 
AirWellness aroma system.

DOUBLE LOAD FLOOR
The second load floor creates a flat 
surface in the load compartments for 
using the reversible hard cargo tray.

REVERSIBLE HARD CARGO TRAY
Anti-slip, anti-spill, anti-mess of all kinds. Pro-big, clean 
boot. If you prefer a softer surface with carpet, just turn 
the tray around.
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ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL PLATES
Protect the sill paint and give your passenger a glimpse of 
the premium interior.

ROOF BOX
Roof base carrier attachments. Ideal for big roof boxes 
and sports equipment like surfboards, skis, bikes and 
kites.

MIRROR CAPS
Eye-catching mirror caps with their dynamic 
carbon look are easy to fix and remove.
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1. 18˝ alloy wheel.*
5-double-spoke design in Silver, 7,5 J x 18

2. 16˝ design wheel.*
5-twin-spoke cover design in Silver, 6,5 J 
x 16

3. 16˝ alloy wheel.*
5-twin-spoke design in Silver, 7 J x 16 

4. 16˝ alloy wheel.*
Multi-spoke design in Silver, 7 J x 16 

5. 16˝ alloy wheel.*
5-twin-spoke design in Technical Grey, 7 
J x 16

6. 17˝ alloy wheel.*
5-twin-spoke design in Silver, 7 J x 17 

7. 17˝ alloy wheel.*
5-twin-spoke design in High-Gloss Black, 
7 J x 17 

8. 17˝ alloy wheel.*
Multi-spoke design in Silver, 7 J x 17 

9. 17˝ alloy wheel.*
10-spoke design in Silver, 7 J x 17 

10. 18˝ alloy wheel.*
10-twin-spoke design in Bi-Colour, 7,5 J x 18

11. 16˝ steel wheel.*
Cover design in Silver, 6,5 J x 161

* Optional, standard or not available according to trim chosen.

WHEELS.
Drive in style. Select the wheels* that give your Astra your personality.
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OPEL SERVICE.
When it comes to servicing and maintenance, Opel’s expert repair network provides fast, convenient and great value after-sales care – 
getting your car or commercial vehicle back on the road quickly. 

Opel has the specialised 
equipment, tools and training to 
support all of your after-sales 
needs, using only genuine parts 
fitted by Opel trained technicians.

Simply put, we are your ‘one-stop 
shop’ for all after-sales support 
under one roof.
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THE FUTURE IS EVERYONE’S

Some feature descriptions in this brochure may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. The information contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of going to 
print. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment. The colours printed in the brochure only approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. 




